New Technique to Overcome Vasovagal Syncope
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Case report

A 20-year-old female dental student was completely healthy and asymptomatic till the age of 17 years when she fainted during blood extraction test, second similar episodes at age of 19 years following blood sight for college test, after this patient was trained on tension technique also had different exposures by watching movies on blood extraction and surgeries, but in spite of these methods, recently she developed third episode after vaccination. All the 3 episodes were short for 1 minute and recovered fast after laying her down and raising her feet up she developed nausea and lightheadedness for 30 minutes during recovery phase. There was no history of orthostatic hypotension, cardiac or neurological abnormalities, has strong family history of similar symptoms in mother, two of her uncles and grandfather from mother side. Physical examinations including vital signs were all normal. Her resting heart rate of 75 beat/minute and blood pressure of 110/75 mm Hg. So just before patient start her clinical practice in dentistry, she was trained on venepuncture Pad (Figure 1) simulator which used to train nurses and junior physicians on blood extraction and intravenous cannulation which has blood like color solution (Figure 2). While the patient was doing her first trial on the venepuncture pad she felt sweating and dizziness when she saw the blood but only for few seconds without fainting then she resumed the training smoothly, she continued training on the venepuncture pads several time per day for 3 days without any problem. One month later, patient start her clinical training at dentistry college (4th year) and she was able to inject anesthesia to patients without any complication also she received her 3rd dose of hepatitis vaccine and she was totally asymptomatic.

Discussion and Conclusion

Typical and infrequent vasovagal syncope usually diagnosed by history only and do not need further investigation such as head-up tilt-table test (HUTT) which is usually required for atypical features, seizure activity and older patients [6]. Avoiding the trigger event is the best treatment for infrequent and typical presentation of vasovagal syncope [7]. But this is not feasible in our patient as she is dentistry student. Medical therapy such as beta-adrenergic blockers did not show efficacy in preventing syncope [8], other studies showed that repeated exposure to triggers can decrease fear, if not then apply tension physical maneuvers which showed its effectiveness on certain patients [9] and it is done by alternating action of muscle tensing in arms, trunk, buttocks, while crossing the legs for 10 to 15 seconds followed by body relax for 20 to 30 seconds, repeat 5 times [10,11]. In case of frequent episodes or atypical presentation of vasovagal syncope, studies had showed that electro-anatomic-mapping (EAM)-guided cathdrenearoblation (CAN) strategy is feasible and safe in vasovagal...
syncope especially for patients resistant to conventional therapies [12]. Our patient was seen by neurologist and diagnosed as typical infrequent vasovagal syncope and recommended non-medical therapy such as tension physical maneuver which didn’t help our patient. The advantage of venepuncture pads is you can fix it on real patient arm, it has the real feeling of blood vessels morphology also the back flow of the blood like color solution during aspiration with the needle and syringe (Figure 2) simulated exactly real patient plus it is easy to perform, safe, fun and inexpensive. Our patient got great benefit from training on venepuncture Pad and she was able to overcome vasovagal syncope due to blood and needle phobia. We would recommend such hands on exposure for patients with blood-needle phobia to prevent vasovagal syncope.
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